Professional Installation Protects Boundary Wire
Pet Stop North Georgia Takes Special Care in Boundary Wire Installations
Protecting the Customer from Future Repair Bills and Insuring the Safety of their Family Pet
A New Approach to Boundary Wire Installations in invisible dog fencing:
Lifetime Warranty - The weak link in any underground electronic pet fence installation is the dog’s boundary
wire. With a Pet Stop Brand hidden dog fence installation, the customer is guaranteed safe placement of the
boundary wire. The wire is an American made wire manufactured especially for Pet Stop and is installed with a
lifetime guarantee against, blistering, dry rot, cracking, or corroding.
Buried 6” Deep - Pet Stop technicians install the electronic dog fence boundary wire so it does not get cut by
the lawn care company or home owner at the driveway, sidewalk or in and out of flower beds or when a
cooperator is used. The wire is also protected by installing the wire on the property line protecting the wire from
Core-Aeration and the planting of trees, bushes and shrubs by landscape companies. Our installation is the
deepest at 6” below ground. If it gets cut by these activities, we repair it free!
The boundary wire is run through conduit where needed for additional protection. The wire is buried under
ground 6 inches in the lawn or in the natural areas of the home owner’s property.
The most common areas of underground boundary wire failure is where the wire
crosses the driveway, sidewalks, in and out of flour beds as well as in the spring
and fall when lawns are being aerated for fertilizing and over-seeding of grass
seed. Professionally installed dog fence systems take extra care in these areas to
prevent boundary wire failure. Many homeowners and handymen who self install
retail units have electronic dog fences which fail in these areas. Often the only
solution is to then locate the break through employing a professional dog fence
company to find, splice and repair the wire break.
Sometimes the client has an above ground fence in the back yard that the boundary wire can be installed on
instead of in the ground. This gives the dog more yard to play and have fun in than if the wire were to be
installed in the ground just inside the above ground fence. The boundary wire can take any shape: (1) back or
front yard only installation, (2) hour glass installation and (3) perimeter installation. Number one keeps dog in
the back yard only, hour glass installs create two zones one in the back yard and the second zone in the front
yard and finally the perimeter installation allows the dog 360 degree access to the entire property both front and
back yards.
Informed home owners save money and have confidence that their dog is always contained in their hidden dog
fence by knowing as much as possible about the safe installation of their invisible dog fence’s underground
boundary wire.

Successful Guide to Training Dogs for Underground Dog Fences

Dog on Porch Only Syndrome
Pet Stop Announces a Gentile Steps Approach to Underground
Dog Fence Training
New dog fence owners must take care not to do too much training and not enough boundary walking. Too much
training and not enough casual boundary walking results in dogs who are afraid to enter their yard and may stay
on the porch instead of using their new dog fence.
The solution is to do three to four minutes of direct boundary wire training and three to four five minute casual
walks per day. Boundary wire training is approaching your wire and flags perpendicularly and at the moment
you hear your dog’s receiver collar beep you say, ‘Max What It”. At that moment

